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生命の謎の探求に憑りつかれた狂気の科学者フランケンシュタインと彼が創造した怪物 生命倫理の問題に鋭く迫ったゴシック ホラーの代表作にしてsf小説
の元祖とも呼ばれる古典 この本は中級英語読み物 百万英語読書計画 シリーズの第三集の8つで 1500基本的な英語の語彙をマスターした読者に適して
いる 百万英語読書計画 million word reading project mwrp は英語を第二言語または外国語として学ぶ者 esl efl に対す
る設計した英語読書向上計画である 読者は1500基本英語の語彙 初級英語相当 を習得した読者を対象に 2年 毎日約15分間の読書で中級英語のレベ
ルに達し 3500語以上の単語と大量のフレーズをマスターし 英語の各構文を熟練にマスターし 一般英語の原典を読むことができる 本文書の統計情報は
下表を参照してください 選択時の参考になる 可読性の値 78 69 総文字数 22604 新語件数 1165 新語率 5 15 新語重複率 3 09 5
回以上重複新語件数 64 2回以上重複新語件数 186 内容概要 young swiss scientist victor frankenstein
decides to make a human being after months of hard study he makes a huge
creature out of different human organs he then discovers a method of bringing it to
life however when the creature opens its eyes victor is terrified because his
creature looks like a terrible monster he runs from his laboratory and becomes
very ill for almost two years after he recovers from his illness he meets with the
creature the creature tells victor how he has suffered for the past two years he
tries to be friendly to people but no one likes him and they attack him because he
is so ugly he has been so angry with victor and has killed his younger brother after
telling his story the creature demands that victor make another creature a female
one to be his companion if victor does as he asks he will go away with the new
creature and never bother victor again will victor agree this book is rewritten from
frankenstein or the modern prometheus by the english author mary shelley 1797
1851 which has been translated into over 100 languages and made into plays and
movies many times the original cliffsnotes study guides offer a look into key
elements and ideas within classic works of literature the latest generation of titles
in this series also features glossaries and visual elements that complement the
familiar format cliffsnotes on frankenstein digs into dr victor frankenstein s
scientific creation a hideous and gigantic monster that the good doctor tries to
defeat throughout most of the novel following the story of an obsessive man whose
determination to create a new race of humans produces monstrous results this
study guide provides summaries and critical commentaries for each part within the
novel other features that help you figure out this important work include personal
background on the author including career highlights introduction to and synopsis
of the book in depth analyses of the principal characters critical essays on the book
s themes plots and more review section that features interactive questions and
suggested essay topics resource center with books films and other recordings and
websites that can help round out your knowledge classic literature or modern day
treasure you ll understand it all with expert information and insight from
cliffsnotes study guides frankenstein or the modern prometheusmary
wollstonecraft godwin shelley zhingoora books contentsletter 1 letter 2 letter 3
letter 4chapter 1 chapter 2 chapter 3 chapter 4chapter 5 chapter 6 chapter 7
chapter 8chapter 9 chapter 10 chapter 11 chapter 12chapter 13 chapter 14
chapter 15 chapter 16chapter 17 chapter 18 chapter 19 chapter 20chapter 21
chapter 22 chapter 23 chapter 24 a new series of bespoke full coverage resources
developed for the 2015 gcse english qualifications approved for the aqa 2015 gcse
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english literature specification this print student book is designed to help students
develop whole text understanding and written response skills for their closed book
exam the resource provides chapter by chapter coverage of shelley s novel as well
as a synoptic overview of the text and its themes short memorable quotations and
striking images throughout the book aid learning while in depth exam preparation
includes practice questions and sample responses see also our frankenstein print
and digital pack which comprises the print student book the enhanced digital
edition and a free teacher s resource get caught up in the two most famous scary
stories of all time depicted in lego bricks creep your way through the shadowy sets
of mary shelley s frankenstein and bram stoker s dracula in this amazing brick
adaptation with one thousand color photographs these stories and their monsters
come alive in full plastic horror stare in awe as dr frankenstein brings his brick
monster to life in a risky science experiment and brace yourself as the creature
steps out into the world travel to count dracula s giant brick castle in transylvania
and beware as he taunts his prey in the night watch brick van helsing discover the
cause of poor lucy s illness and follow him as he prepares his plot to save her these
classic horror stories are retold with a classic construction toy staying true to their
original forms in this modestly abridged collection for young readers lego adorers
and devotees to gothic literature brick frankenstein and dracula is a mesmerizing
new take to the founding tales of fright skyhorse publishing as well as our arcade
yucca and good books imprints are proud to publish a broad range of books for
readers interested in fiction novels novellas political and medical thrillers comedy
satire historical fiction romance erotic and love stories mystery classic literature
folklore and mythology literary classics including shakespeare dumas wilde cather
and much more while not every title we publish becomes a new york times
bestseller or a national bestseller we are committed to books on subjects that are
sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home
prestwick house is proud to offer our spotlight editions thoughtful intelligent
adaptations of some of the world s greatest literature each spotlight edition
maintains the rich integrity of the original work while adapting the language to be
more accessible to the average high school student in addition to providing a more
readable text prestwick house spotlight editions are enhanced providing your
students with thoughtful guided reading questions and margin notes to help
students navigate the text suggestions for thought and discussion research
opportunities for richer understanding of the text and its contexts suggested
writing activities to foster deeper thinking easy to use in the classroom or as a tool
for revision oxford literature companions provide student friendly analysis of a
range of popular gcse set texts each book offers a lively engaging approach to the
text covering characters themes language and contexts whilst also providing a
range of varied and in depth activities to deepen understanding and encourage
close work with the text each book also includes a comprehensive skills and
practice section which provides detailed advice on assessment and a bank of exam
style questions and annotated sample student answers this guide covers
frankenstein by mary shelley working from the earliest surviving draft of
frankenstein charles e robinson presents two versions of the classic novel as mary
shelley originally wrote it and a subsequent version clearly indicating percy shelley
s amendments and contributions for the first time we can hear mary s sole voice
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which is colloquial fast paced and sounds more modern to a contemporary reader
we can also see for the first time the extent of percy shelley s contribution some 5
000 words out of 72 000 and his stylistic and thematic changes his occasionally
florid prose is in marked contrast to the directness of mary s writing interesting
too are percy s suggestions which humanize the monster thus shaping many of the
major themes of the novel as we read it today in these two versions of frankenstein
we have an exciting new view of one of literature s greatest works this edited
collection deals with dream as a literary trope and as a source of creativity in
women s writings it gathers essays spanning a time period from the end of the
seventeenth century to the mid nineteenth century with a strong focus on the
romantic period and particularly on mary shelley s frankenstein in which dreams
are at the heart of the writing process but also constitute the diegetic substance of
the narrative the contributions re examine the oneiric facets of the novel and
develop fresh perspectives on dreams and dreaming in mary shelley s fiction and
on other female authors anne finch ann radcliffe emily and charlotte brontë and a
few others re appraising the textuality of dreams and their link to women s
creativity and creation as a whole frankenstein an instant bestseller and an
important ancestor of both the horror and science ction genres not only tells a
terrifying story but also raises profound disturbing questions about the very nature
of life and the place of humankind within the cosmos what does it mean to be
human what responsibilities do we have to each other how far can we go in
tampering with nature an exploration of the treatment of mary shelley s
frankenstein in popular art and culture this book examines adaptations in film
comics theatre art video games and more to illuminate how the novel s myth has
evolved in the two centuries since its publication divided into four sections the
afterlives of frankenstein considers the cultural dialogues mary shelley s novel has
engaged with in specific historical moments the extraordinary examples of how
frankenstein has suffused our cultural consciousness and how the frankenstein
myth has become something to play with a locus for reinvention and imaginative
interpretation in the final part artists respond to the frankenstein legacy today
reintroducing it into cultural circulation in ways that speak creatively to current
anxieties and concerns bringing together popular interventions that riff off shelley
s major themes chapters survey such works as frankenstein in baghdad bob dylan s
recent my own version of you the graphic novel series destroyer with its black cast
of characters jane louden s the mummy the first japanese translation of
frankenstein the new creator the iconic frankenstein mask and kenneth brannagh s
mary shelley s frankenstein film a deep dive into the crevasses of frankenstein
adaptation and lore this volume offers compelling new directions for scholarship
surrounding the novel through dynamic critical and creative responses to shelley s
original reducing the original text by almost forty pages this abridged version of
frankenstein also updates the language of the original novel for modern readers
sentence by sentence we have replaced outdated vocabulary and convoluted
paragraphs in a way that is true to the original text but easier to follow this version
also provides careful edits of overly long and redundant scenes so that the main
story moves along at a faster pace this graphic novel series features classic tales
retold with attractive color illustrations educatiors using the dale chall vocabulary
system adapted each title each 70 page softcover book retains key phrases and
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quotations from the original classics introduce literature to reluctant readers and
motivate struggling readers students build confidence through reading practice
motivation makes all the difference what s more motivation then the expectation of
success mary shelley s frankenstein is arguably the best known work of the english
romantic period first published in 1996 this edition of the frankenstein notebooks
contains not only facsimiles and transcriptions of all of surviving manuscripts
related to the novel and a corrected critical text of frankenstein or the modern
prometheus but also a full range of factual information drawn from shelley s and
william godwin s letters and journals from newspaper ads of the day and from
other available scholarship about the conception gestation and birth of mary
shelley s monster this two volume set contains a wealth of information vital to the
creation and reception of frankenstein it will enable scholars critics and students
to see for themselves the exact extent of p b shelley s editorial contributions and
trace the artistic and ideological development of the novel at various stages in its
formation it will also enable the reader to explore the text itself to test and
evaluate their own theses part one contains the draft notebook a which was
written between august or september and december 1816 this set will be of keen
interest to those studying frankenstein the romantics and 19th century literature it
was already one in the morning the rain pattered dismally against the panes and
my candle was nearly burnt out when by the glimmer of the half extinguished light
i saw the dull yellow eye of the creature open what you create can destroy you one
freezing morning a lone man wandering across the arctic ice caps is rescued from
starvation by a ship s captain that man is victor frankenstein and his story is one of
ambition murder and revenge as a young scientist he pushed moral boundaries in
order to cross the final scientific frontier and create life but his unnatural creation
is a monster stitched together from grave robbed body parts who has no place in
the world and his life can only lead to tragedy written when she was only nineteen
shelley s gothic tale is one of the greatest horror stories ever written the novel
presents man s search and quest for the ultimate power and godhood it is a
narrative of man s interference into nature and the consequent destruction it also
delves into human psychology that rejects everything ugly written in the times of
industrial revolution the work also comments on the conditions of society and
people the novel presents man s search and quest for the ultimate power and
godhood it is a narrative of man s interference into nature and the consequent
destruction it also delves into human psychology that rejects everything ugly
written in the times of industrial revolution the work also comments on the
conditions of society and people advanced speed level 6 100 110 wpm a huge
powerful monster has set out to avenge his painful and horrible life made from
parts of dead bodies this famous but tragic character has a horrible life because of
his horrible maker a crazy scientist a legendary horror story as a young boy victor
is obsessed with studying outdated theories of science that focus on achieving
natural wonders when he witnesses lightning strike an oak tree splitting it in two
he is inspired to harness the power of lightning his mother dies of scarlet fever
weeks before he leaves for the university of ingolstadt in germany at university he
excels at chemistry and other sciences and develops a secret technique to imbue
inanimate bodies with life piecing together the detritus of butcher shops and
dissecting rooms the doctor fashions an eight foot tall creature whose loathsome
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appearance fills even his creator with repulsion abandoned by his maker rejected
with fear and disgust by everyone he encounters the enraged and embittered
monster goes on a murderous rampage determined to destroy frankenstein by
striking at those closest to him get your copy now Если вы изучаете английский
язык или свободно на нем говорите то у вас есть замечательная возможность
на языке оригинала познакомиться с известным произведением Мэри Шелли
Текст адаптирован сокращен и содержит перевод трудных для понимания
слов и выражений Рекомендуется учащимся школ лицеев и колледжей а
также студентам лингвистических специальностей вузов В формате pdf a4
сохранён издательский дизайн perhaps best recognized for the horror films it
has spawned frankenstein written by 19 year old mary shelley was first published
in 1818 frankenstein warns against the irresponsible use of science and technology
and makes readers reconsider who the world s monsters really are and how society
contributes to creating them ideal for research or general interest this resource
furnishes students with a collection of the most insightful critical essays available
on this gothic thriller selected from a variety of literary sources nothing is so
painful to the human mind as a great and sudden change the frankenstein mcq
multiple choice questions serves as a valuable resource for individuals aiming to
deepen their understanding of various competitive exams class tests quiz
competitions and similar assessments with its extensive collection of mcqs this
book empowers you to assess your grasp of the subject matter and your
proficiency level by engaging with these multiple choice questions you can improve
your knowledge of the subject identify areas for improvement and lay a solid
foundation dive into the frankenstein mcq to expand your frankenstein knowledge
and excel in quiz competitions academic studies or professional endeavors the
answers to the questions are provided at the end of each page making it easy for
participants to verify their answers and prepare effectively mary shelly s
frankenstein is read in nearly every school in the world it is a true classic that
people have appreciated for over a hundred years the fact that it is a classic doesn
t mean every reader will breeze through it with no problem at all if you need just a
little more help with twain s classic then let bookcaps help with this simplified
study guide this annotated edition contains a comprehension study of shelly s
classic work including chapter summaries for every chapter overview of themes
and characters and other historical content this edition also includes the complete
novel we all need refreshers every now and then whether you are a student trying
to cram for that big final or someone just trying to understand a book more
bookcaps can help we are a small but growing company and are adding titles every
month frankenstein or the modern prometheus is a novel written by english author
mary shelley about eccentric scientist victor frankenstein who creates a grotesque
creature in an unorthodox scientific experiment frankenstein is infused with
elements of the gothic novel and the romantic movement and is also considered to
be one of the earliest examples of science fiction frankenstein a swiss student at
the university of ingolstadt is led by a peculiar enthusiasm to study the structure of
the human frame and to attempt to follow to its recondite sources the stream of
animated being in examining the causes of life he informs us antithetically that he
had first recourse to death he became acquainted with anatomy but that was not
all he traced through vaults and charnel houses the decay and corruption of the
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human body and whilst engaged in this agreeable pursuit examining and analyzing
the minutiae of mortality and the phenomena of the change from life to death and
from death to life a sudden light broke in upon him from the celebrated
imagination of dean koontz comes a powerful reworking of one of the classic
stories of all time if you think you know the legend you know only half the truth
now the mesmerizing saga concludes as a devastating hurricane approaches as the
benighted creations of victor helios begin to spin out of control as new orleans
descends into chaos and the future of humanity hangs in the balance the only hope
rests with victor s first failed attempt to build the perfect human deucalion s
centuries old history began as the original manifestation of a soulless vision and it
is fated to end in the ultimate confrontation between a damned creature and his
mad creator but first they must face a monstrosity not even victor s malignant
mind could have conceived an indestructible entity that steps out of humankind s
collective nightmare with powers and a purpose beyond imagining bonus this
edition contains an excerpt from dean koontz s the city in the cliffscomplete guides
the novel s complete text and a glossary appear side by side with coordinating
numbered lines to help you understand unusual words and phrasing you ll also find
all the commentary and resources of a standard cliffsnotes for literature
cliffscomplete frankenstein is certainly mary shelley s greatest literary
achievement and one of the most complex literary works of all time unlike most
romantic writers mary shelley seems interested in the dark self destructive side of
human reality and the human soul discover how dr frankenstein s creation impacts
everyone he meets and save yourself valuable studying time all at once enhance
your reading of frankenstein with these additional features a summary and
insightful commentary for each chapter bibliography and historical background on
the author mary shelley a look at the historical context and structure of the novel
discussions on the novel s symbols and themes a character map that graphically
illustrates the relationships among the characters review questions a quiz
discussion topics essay questions activity ideas a resourcecenter full of books
articles films and internet sites streamline your literature study with all in one help
from cliffscomplete guides the novel presents man s search and quest for the
ultimate power and godhood it is a narrative of man s interference into nature and
the consequent destruction it also delves into human psychology that rejects
everything ugly written in the times of industrial revolution the work also
comments on the conditions of society and people every man has an unconscious
that contains aspirations and libido the most dangerous are capable of evil and
injury dr ellis identifies the literary frankenstein monster as a quintessential image
for this troubling monster potential in every man mary shelley s frankenstein also
provides character images for all the major psychological complexes that plague
the typical man including their father and mother complexes their inferior function
their inner child and especially the inner feminine the anima re membering
frankenstein takes the reader through an analytical friendship with victor
frankenstein the protagonist s saga allows the reader to decode the issues that
typically consume hours of couch time for the struggling man several hours
invested in re membering frankenstein and reflecting on the consciousness
questions will accelerate a man s transformation and therapeutic healing of his
soul for women this book is a decoder ring for many of the frightening and
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confusing behaviors of men including outbursts of rage moodiness macho bravado
cowering to their fathers and belittling women you ve read the novel frankenstein
by mary shelley you thought it was a great sci fi novel but what if it wasn t what if
it was an even better psychological thriller instead arthur belefant did a deep and
detailed analysis of the first 1818 and revised 1831 editions of frankenstein paying
special attention to mary shelley s words and discovered that mary shelley
intended her readers to know the creature did not exist and that instead victor
frankenstein committed the murders read frankenstein the man and the monster to
find out how belefant discovered that shelley s novel is actually a disturbing
psychological story based on humanity s most forbidden passions in frankenstein
was a vegetarian essays on food choice identity and symbolism michael owen jones
tackles topics often overlooked in foodways at the outset he notes it was victor
frankenstein s daemon in mary shelley s novel that advocated vegetarianism not
the scientist whose name has long been attributed to his creature jones explains
how we communicate through what we eat the connection between food choice
and who we are or want to appear to be the ways that many of us self medicate
moods with foods and the nature of disgust he presents fascinating case studies of
religious bigotry and political machinations triggered by rumored bans on pork the
last meal requests of prisoners about to be executed and the utopian vision of
percy bysshe shelley one of england s greatest poets that was based on a vegetable
diet like the creature s meals in frankenstein jones also scrutinizes how food is
used and abused on the campaign trail how gender issues arise when food meets
politics and how eating preferences reflect the personalities and values of
politicians one of whom was elected president and then impeached twice
throughout the book jones deals with food as symbol as well as analyzes the link
between food choice and multiple identities aesthetics morality and politics
likewise loom large in his inquiries in the final two chapters jones applies these
concepts to overhauling penal policies and practices that make food part of the
pains of imprisonment and looks at transforming the counseling of diabetes
patients who number in the millions from the celebrated imagination of dean
koontz comes a powerful reworking of one of the classic stories of all time if you
think you know the story you know only half the truth get ready for the mystery the
myth the terror and the magic of dean koontz s prodigal son every city has secrets
but none as terrible as this his name is deucalion a tattooed man of mysterious
origin a sleight of reality artist who s traveled the centuries with a secret worse
than death he arrives as a serial killer stalks the streets a killer who carefully
selects his victims for the humanity that is missing in himself detective carson o
connor is cool cynical and every bit as tough as she looks her partner michael
maddison would back her up all the way to hell itself and that just may be where
this case ends up for the no nonsense o connor is suddenly talking about an ages
old conspiracy a near immortal race of beings and killers that are more and less
than human soon it will be clear that as crazy as she sounds the truth is even more
ominous for their quarry isn t merely a homicidal maniac but his deranged maker
you don t need a big title or a business degree in order to lead with impact what
you need is practical wisdom the insight judgment and strength of character that
all great leaders have but that most business schools and corporate workshops don
t teach the greats on leadership gets you there jocelyn davis takes you on an in
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depth tour of the best leadership ideas of the past 25 centuries featuring classic
authors from plato to winston churchill shakespeare to jane austen c g jung to
peter drucker and many more in a style both thought provoking and entertaining
she shows how history s great writers have always been and still are the real
leadership gurus davis spells out the behaviors that distinguish true leaders from
misleaders and covers 20 specific leadership topics including leadership traps
shakespeare change machiavelli power sophocles dilemmas madison hamilton
communication lincoln pericles personality types jung motivation frankl judgment
maupassant melville austen shaw character churchill plutarch shelley joyce each
chapter begins with a synopsis of a great work by the author and then draws out
the key leadership insights weaving them together with business examples the
best contemporary research and tools to help put it all into practice in the last two
chapters davis presents a new way to think about leadership levels framing them
in terms of the impact you have rather than the title on your business card whether
you re a recent graduate or mba searching for something more inspiring than the
standard textbook a new manager looking for something deeper than the typical
how to book or an experienced executive seeking ideas to lift you to the next level
this remarkably readable and practical guide will set you on the road to becoming
a great leader
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フランケンシュタイン 2011-05-25 生命の謎の探求に憑りつかれた狂気の科学者フランケンシュタインと彼が創造した怪物 生命倫理の問題に鋭く
迫ったゴシック ホラーの代表作にしてsf小説の元祖とも呼ばれる古典
Frankenstein フランケンシュタインの怪物 (ESL/EFL日本語の注釈版) 2012-07-07 この本は中級英語読み物 百万英語読書計
画 シリーズの第三集の8つで 1500基本的な英語の語彙をマスターした読者に適している 百万英語読書計画 million word reading
project mwrp は英語を第二言語または外国語として学ぶ者 esl efl に対する設計した英語読書向上計画である 読者は1500基本英語の語
彙 初級英語相当 を習得した読者を対象に 2年 毎日約15分間の読書で中級英語のレベルに達し 3500語以上の単語と大量のフレーズをマスターし 英
語の各構文を熟練にマスターし 一般英語の原典を読むことができる 本文書の統計情報は下表を参照してください 選択時の参考になる 可読性の値 78
69 総文字数 22604 新語件数 1165 新語率 5 15 新語重複率 3 09 5回以上重複新語件数 64 2回以上重複新語件数 186 内容概
要 young swiss scientist victor frankenstein decides to make a human being after
months of hard study he makes a huge creature out of different human organs he
then discovers a method of bringing it to life however when the creature opens its
eyes victor is terrified because his creature looks like a terrible monster he runs
from his laboratory and becomes very ill for almost two years after he recovers
from his illness he meets with the creature the creature tells victor how he has
suffered for the past two years he tries to be friendly to people but no one likes
him and they attack him because he is so ugly he has been so angry with victor and
has killed his younger brother after telling his story the creature demands that
victor make another creature a female one to be his companion if victor does as he
asks he will go away with the new creature and never bother victor again will
victor agree this book is rewritten from frankenstein or the modern prometheus by
the english author mary shelley 1797 1851 which has been translated into over
100 languages and made into plays and movies many times
CliffsNotes on Shelley's Frankenstein 2015-09-10 the original cliffsnotes study
guides offer a look into key elements and ideas within classic works of literature
the latest generation of titles in this series also features glossaries and visual
elements that complement the familiar format cliffsnotes on frankenstein digs into
dr victor frankenstein s scientific creation a hideous and gigantic monster that the
good doctor tries to defeat throughout most of the novel following the story of an
obsessive man whose determination to create a new race of humans produces
monstrous results this study guide provides summaries and critical commentaries
for each part within the novel other features that help you figure out this important
work include personal background on the author including career highlights
introduction to and synopsis of the book in depth analyses of the principal
characters critical essays on the book s themes plots and more review section that
features interactive questions and suggested essay topics resource center with
books films and other recordings and websites that can help round out your
knowledge classic literature or modern day treasure you ll understand it all with
expert information and insight from cliffsnotes study guides
Frankenstein 2014-09-02 frankenstein or the modern prometheusmary
wollstonecraft godwin shelley zhingoora books contentsletter 1 letter 2 letter 3
letter 4chapter 1 chapter 2 chapter 3 chapter 4chapter 5 chapter 6 chapter 7
chapter 8chapter 9 chapter 10 chapter 11 chapter 12chapter 13 chapter 14
chapter 15 chapter 16chapter 17 chapter 18 chapter 19 chapter 20chapter 21
chapter 22 chapter 23 chapter 24
GCSE English Literature for AQA Frankenstein Student Book 2019 a new series of
bespoke full coverage resources developed for the 2015 gcse english qualifications
approved for the aqa 2015 gcse english literature specification this print student
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book is designed to help students develop whole text understanding and written
response skills for their closed book exam the resource provides chapter by
chapter coverage of shelley s novel as well as a synoptic overview of the text and
its themes short memorable quotations and striking images throughout the book
aid learning while in depth exam preparation includes practice questions and
sample responses see also our frankenstein print and digital pack which comprises
the print student book the enhanced digital edition and a free teacher s resource
Brick Dracula and Frankenstein 2006 get caught up in the two most famous
scary stories of all time depicted in lego bricks creep your way through the
shadowy sets of mary shelley s frankenstein and bram stoker s dracula in this
amazing brick adaptation with one thousand color photographs these stories and
their monsters come alive in full plastic horror stare in awe as dr frankenstein
brings his brick monster to life in a risky science experiment and brace yourself as
the creature steps out into the world travel to count dracula s giant brick castle in
transylvania and beware as he taunts his prey in the night watch brick van helsing
discover the cause of poor lucy s illness and follow him as he prepares his plot to
save her these classic horror stories are retold with a classic construction toy
staying true to their original forms in this modestly abridged collection for young
readers lego adorers and devotees to gothic literature brick frankenstein and
dracula is a mesmerizing new take to the founding tales of fright skyhorse
publishing as well as our arcade yucca and good books imprints are proud to
publish a broad range of books for readers interested in fiction novels novellas
political and medical thrillers comedy satire historical fiction romance erotic and
love stories mystery classic literature folklore and mythology literary classics
including shakespeare dumas wilde cather and much more while not every title we
publish becomes a new york times bestseller or a national bestseller we are
committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors
whose work might not otherwise find a home
Level 3: Frankenstein 2016-09-01 prestwick house is proud to offer our spotlight
editions thoughtful intelligent adaptations of some of the world s greatest
literature each spotlight edition maintains the rich integrity of the original work
while adapting the language to be more accessible to the average high school
student in addition to providing a more readable text prestwick house spotlight
editions are enhanced providing your students with thoughtful guided reading
questions and margin notes to help students navigate the text suggestions for
thought and discussion research opportunities for richer understanding of the text
and its contexts suggested writing activities to foster deeper thinking
Frankenstein - Spotlight Edition 2011-10-12 easy to use in the classroom or as a
tool for revision oxford literature companions provide student friendly analysis of a
range of popular gcse set texts each book offers a lively engaging approach to the
text covering characters themes language and contexts whilst also providing a
range of varied and in depth activities to deepen understanding and encourage
close work with the text each book also includes a comprehensive skills and
practice section which provides detailed advice on assessment and a bank of exam
style questions and annotated sample student answers this guide covers
frankenstein by mary shelley
Oxford Literature Companions: Frankenstein 2021-06-15 working from the earliest
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surviving draft of frankenstein charles e robinson presents two versions of the
classic novel as mary shelley originally wrote it and a subsequent version clearly
indicating percy shelley s amendments and contributions for the first time we can
hear mary s sole voice which is colloquial fast paced and sounds more modern to a
contemporary reader we can also see for the first time the extent of percy shelley s
contribution some 5 000 words out of 72 000 and his stylistic and thematic
changes his occasionally florid prose is in marked contrast to the directness of
mary s writing interesting too are percy s suggestions which humanize the
monster thus shaping many of the major themes of the novel as we read it today in
these two versions of frankenstein we have an exciting new view of one of
literature s greatest works
The Original Frankenstein 2024-02-22 this edited collection deals with dream as
a literary trope and as a source of creativity in women s writings it gathers essays
spanning a time period from the end of the seventeenth century to the mid
nineteenth century with a strong focus on the romantic period and particularly on
mary shelley s frankenstein in which dreams are at the heart of the writing process
but also constitute the diegetic substance of the narrative the contributions re
examine the oneiric facets of the novel and develop fresh perspectives on dreams
and dreaming in mary shelley s fiction and on other female authors anne finch ann
radcliffe emily and charlotte brontë and a few others re appraising the textuality of
dreams and their link to women s creativity and creation as a whole
Dream and Literary Creation in Womens Writings in the Eighteenth and
Nineteenth Centuries 2024-02-24 frankenstein an instant bestseller and an
important ancestor of both the horror and science ction genres not only tells a
terrifying story but also raises profound disturbing questions about the very nature
of life and the place of humankind within the cosmos what does it mean to be
human what responsibilities do we have to each other how far can we go in
tampering with nature
Frankenstein 2008-10-14 an exploration of the treatment of mary shelley s
frankenstein in popular art and culture this book examines adaptations in film
comics theatre art video games and more to illuminate how the novel s myth has
evolved in the two centuries since its publication divided into four sections the
afterlives of frankenstein considers the cultural dialogues mary shelley s novel has
engaged with in specific historical moments the extraordinary examples of how
frankenstein has suffused our cultural consciousness and how the frankenstein
myth has become something to play with a locus for reinvention and imaginative
interpretation in the final part artists respond to the frankenstein legacy today
reintroducing it into cultural circulation in ways that speak creatively to current
anxieties and concerns bringing together popular interventions that riff off shelley
s major themes chapters survey such works as frankenstein in baghdad bob dylan s
recent my own version of you the graphic novel series destroyer with its black cast
of characters jane louden s the mummy the first japanese translation of
frankenstein the new creator the iconic frankenstein mask and kenneth brannagh s
mary shelley s frankenstein film a deep dive into the crevasses of frankenstein
adaptation and lore this volume offers compelling new directions for scholarship
surrounding the novel through dynamic critical and creative responses to shelley s
original
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The Afterlives of Frankenstein 2020-06-01 reducing the original text by almost
forty pages this abridged version of frankenstein also updates the language of the
original novel for modern readers sentence by sentence we have replaced outdated
vocabulary and convoluted paragraphs in a way that is true to the original text but
easier to follow this version also provides careful edits of overly long and
redundant scenes so that the main story moves along at a faster pace
Frankenstein Abridged 2010-09-30 this graphic novel series features classic tales
retold with attractive color illustrations educatiors using the dale chall vocabulary
system adapted each title each 70 page softcover book retains key phrases and
quotations from the original classics introduce literature to reluctant readers and
motivate struggling readers students build confidence through reading practice
motivation makes all the difference what s more motivation then the expectation of
success
Frankenstein 2006-11 mary shelley s frankenstein is arguably the best known
work of the english romantic period first published in 1996 this edition of the
frankenstein notebooks contains not only facsimiles and transcriptions of all of
surviving manuscripts related to the novel and a corrected critical text of
frankenstein or the modern prometheus but also a full range of factual information
drawn from shelley s and william godwin s letters and journals from newspaper
ads of the day and from other available scholarship about the conception gestation
and birth of mary shelley s monster this two volume set contains a wealth of
information vital to the creation and reception of frankenstein it will enable
scholars critics and students to see for themselves the exact extent of p b shelley s
editorial contributions and trace the artistic and ideological development of the
novel at various stages in its formation it will also enable the reader to explore the
text itself to test and evaluate their own theses part one contains the draft
notebook a which was written between august or september and december 1816
this set will be of keen interest to those studying frankenstein the romantics and
19th century literature
The Frankenstein Notebooks 1974 it was already one in the morning the rain
pattered dismally against the panes and my candle was nearly burnt out when by
the glimmer of the half extinguished light i saw the dull yellow eye of the creature
open what you create can destroy you one freezing morning a lone man wandering
across the arctic ice caps is rescued from starvation by a ship s captain that man is
victor frankenstein and his story is one of ambition murder and revenge as a young
scientist he pushed moral boundaries in order to cross the final scientific frontier
and create life but his unnatural creation is a monster stitched together from grave
robbed body parts who has no place in the world and his life can only lead to
tragedy written when she was only nineteen shelley s gothic tale is one of the
greatest horror stories ever written
Frankenstein 2006-11 the novel presents man s search and quest for the ultimate
power and godhood it is a narrative of man s interference into nature and the
consequent destruction it also delves into human psychology that rejects
everything ugly written in the times of industrial revolution the work also
comments on the conditions of society and people
Frankenstein EasyRead Large Edition 2006 the novel presents man s search
and quest for the ultimate power and godhood it is a narrative of man s
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interference into nature and the consequent destruction it also delves into human
psychology that rejects everything ugly written in the times of industrial revolution
the work also comments on the conditions of society and people
Frankenstein 2017-06-19 advanced speed level 6 100 110 wpm a huge powerful
monster has set out to avenge his painful and horrible life made from parts of dead
bodies this famous but tragic character has a horrible life because of his horrible
maker a crazy scientist a legendary horror story
Frankenstein EasyRead Edition 2020-12-30 as a young boy victor is obsessed with
studying outdated theories of science that focus on achieving natural wonders
when he witnesses lightning strike an oak tree splitting it in two he is inspired to
harness the power of lightning his mother dies of scarlet fever weeks before he
leaves for the university of ingolstadt in germany at university he excels at
chemistry and other sciences and develops a secret technique to imbue inanimate
bodies with life piecing together the detritus of butcher shops and dissecting
rooms the doctor fashions an eight foot tall creature whose loathsome appearance
fills even his creator with repulsion abandoned by his maker rejected with fear and
disgust by everyone he encounters the enraged and embittered monster goes on a
murderous rampage determined to destroy frankenstein by striking at those
closest to him get your copy now
Frankenstein (EasyRead Large Bold Edition) 2013-09 Если вы изучаете
английский язык или свободно на нем говорите то у вас есть замечательная
возможность на языке оригинала познакомиться с известным произведением
Мэри Шелли Текст адаптирован сокращен и содержит перевод трудных для
понимания слов и выражений Рекомендуется учащимся школ лицеев и
колледжей а также студентам лингвистических специальностей вузов В
формате pdf a4 сохранён издательский дизайн
Frankenstein - The Modern Prometheus 2018-10-22 perhaps best recognized for
the horror films it has spawned frankenstein written by 19 year old mary shelley
was first published in 1818 frankenstein warns against the irresponsible use of
science and technology and makes readers reconsider who the world s monsters
really are and how society contributes to creating them ideal for research or
general interest this resource furnishes students with a collection of the most
insightful critical essays available on this gothic thriller selected from a variety of
literary sources
Франкенштейн / Frankenstein 2024-05-26 nothing is so painful to the human mind
as a great and sudden change
Mary Shelley's Frankenstein 2013-01-07 the frankenstein mcq multiple choice
questions serves as a valuable resource for individuals aiming to deepen their
understanding of various competitive exams class tests quiz competitions and
similar assessments with its extensive collection of mcqs this book empowers you
to assess your grasp of the subject matter and your proficiency level by engaging
with these multiple choice questions you can improve your knowledge of the
subject identify areas for improvement and lay a solid foundation dive into the
frankenstein mcq to expand your frankenstein knowledge and excel in quiz
competitions academic studies or professional endeavors the answers to the
questions are provided at the end of each page making it easy for participants to
verify their answers and prepare effectively
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English Classics: Frankenstein 2015 mary shelly s frankenstein is read in nearly
every school in the world it is a true classic that people have appreciated for over a
hundred years the fact that it is a classic doesn t mean every reader will breeze
through it with no problem at all if you need just a little more help with twain s
classic then let bookcaps help with this simplified study guide this annotated
edition contains a comprehension study of shelly s classic work including chapter
summaries for every chapter overview of themes and characters and other
historical content this edition also includes the complete novel we all need
refreshers every now and then whether you are a student trying to cram for that
big final or someone just trying to understand a book more bookcaps can help we
are a small but growing company and are adding titles every month
Frankenstein 2009-07-28 frankenstein or the modern prometheus is a novel
written by english author mary shelley about eccentric scientist victor frankenstein
who creates a grotesque creature in an unorthodox scientific experiment
frankenstein is infused with elements of the gothic novel and the romantic
movement and is also considered to be one of the earliest examples of science
fiction frankenstein a swiss student at the university of ingolstadt is led by a
peculiar enthusiasm to study the structure of the human frame and to attempt to
follow to its recondite sources the stream of animated being in examining the
causes of life he informs us antithetically that he had first recourse to death he
became acquainted with anatomy but that was not all he traced through vaults and
charnel houses the decay and corruption of the human body and whilst engaged in
this agreeable pursuit examining and analyzing the minutiae of mortality and the
phenomena of the change from life to death and from death to life a sudden light
broke in upon him
FRANKENSTEIN 2004-03-15 from the celebrated imagination of dean koontz
comes a powerful reworking of one of the classic stories of all time if you think you
know the legend you know only half the truth now the mesmerizing saga concludes
as a devastating hurricane approaches as the benighted creations of victor helios
begin to spin out of control as new orleans descends into chaos and the future of
humanity hangs in the balance the only hope rests with victor s first failed attempt
to build the perfect human deucalion s centuries old history began as the original
manifestation of a soulless vision and it is fated to end in the ultimate
confrontation between a damned creature and his mad creator but first they must
face a monstrosity not even victor s malignant mind could have conceived an
indestructible entity that steps out of humankind s collective nightmare with
powers and a purpose beyond imagining bonus this edition contains an excerpt
from dean koontz s the city
Frankenstein; or, The Modern Prometheus Companion 2006-11 in the
cliffscomplete guides the novel s complete text and a glossary appear side by side
with coordinating numbered lines to help you understand unusual words and
phrasing you ll also find all the commentary and resources of a standard cliffsnotes
for literature cliffscomplete frankenstein is certainly mary shelley s greatest
literary achievement and one of the most complex literary works of all time unlike
most romantic writers mary shelley seems interested in the dark self destructive
side of human reality and the human soul discover how dr frankenstein s creation
impacts everyone he meets and save yourself valuable studying time all at once
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enhance your reading of frankenstein with these additional features a summary
and insightful commentary for each chapter bibliography and historical
background on the author mary shelley a look at the historical context and
structure of the novel discussions on the novel s symbols and themes a character
map that graphically illustrates the relationships among the characters review
questions a quiz discussion topics essay questions activity ideas a resourcecenter
full of books articles films and internet sites streamline your literature study with
all in one help from cliffscomplete guides
Frankenstein - The Modern Prometheus 2011-03-15 the novel presents man s
search and quest for the ultimate power and godhood it is a narrative of man s
interference into nature and the consequent destruction it also delves into human
psychology that rejects everything ugly written in the times of industrial revolution
the work also comments on the conditions of society and people
Frankenstein; or the Modern Prometheus 2011-07-29 every man has an
unconscious that contains aspirations and libido the most dangerous are capable of
evil and injury dr ellis identifies the literary frankenstein monster as a
quintessential image for this troubling monster potential in every man mary
shelley s frankenstein also provides character images for all the major
psychological complexes that plague the typical man including their father and
mother complexes their inferior function their inner child and especially the inner
feminine the anima re membering frankenstein takes the reader through an
analytical friendship with victor frankenstein the protagonist s saga allows the
reader to decode the issues that typically consume hours of couch time for the
struggling man several hours invested in re membering frankenstein and reflecting
on the consciousness questions will accelerate a man s transformation and
therapeutic healing of his soul for women this book is a decoder ring for many of
the frightening and confusing behaviors of men including outbursts of rage
moodiness macho bravado cowering to their fathers and belittling women
Frankenstein: Dead and Alive 2019-10-22 you ve read the novel frankenstein by
mary shelley you thought it was a great sci fi novel but what if it wasn t what if it
was an even better psychological thriller instead arthur belefant did a deep and
detailed analysis of the first 1818 and revised 1831 editions of frankenstein paying
special attention to mary shelley s words and discovered that mary shelley
intended her readers to know the creature did not exist and that instead victor
frankenstein committed the murders read frankenstein the man and the monster to
find out how belefant discovered that shelley s novel is actually a disturbing
psychological story based on humanity s most forbidden passions
CliffsComplete Frankenstein 2022-07-15 in frankenstein was a vegetarian
essays on food choice identity and symbolism michael owen jones tackles topics
often overlooked in foodways at the outset he notes it was victor frankenstein s
daemon in mary shelley s novel that advocated vegetarianism not the scientist
whose name has long been attributed to his creature jones explains how we
communicate through what we eat the connection between food choice and who
we are or want to appear to be the ways that many of us self medicate moods with
foods and the nature of disgust he presents fascinating case studies of religious
bigotry and political machinations triggered by rumored bans on pork the last meal
requests of prisoners about to be executed and the utopian vision of percy bysshe
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shelley one of england s greatest poets that was based on a vegetable diet like the
creature s meals in frankenstein jones also scrutinizes how food is used and
abused on the campaign trail how gender issues arise when food meets politics
and how eating preferences reflect the personalities and values of politicians one
of whom was elected president and then impeached twice throughout the book
jones deals with food as symbol as well as analyzes the link between food choice
and multiple identities aesthetics morality and politics likewise loom large in his
inquiries in the final two chapters jones applies these concepts to overhauling
penal policies and practices that make food part of the pains of imprisonment and
looks at transforming the counseling of diabetes patients who number in the
millions
Frankenstein EasyRead Comfort Edition 2007-06-15 from the celebrated
imagination of dean koontz comes a powerful reworking of one of the classic
stories of all time if you think you know the story you know only half the truth get
ready for the mystery the myth the terror and the magic of dean koontz s prodigal
son every city has secrets but none as terrible as this his name is deucalion a
tattooed man of mysterious origin a sleight of reality artist who s traveled the
centuries with a secret worse than death he arrives as a serial killer stalks the
streets a killer who carefully selects his victims for the humanity that is missing in
himself detective carson o connor is cool cynical and every bit as tough as she
looks her partner michael maddison would back her up all the way to hell itself and
that just may be where this case ends up for the no nonsense o connor is suddenly
talking about an ages old conspiracy a near immortal race of beings and killers
that are more and less than human soon it will be clear that as crazy as she sounds
the truth is even more ominous for their quarry isn t merely a homicidal maniac
but his deranged maker
The Frankenstein Testament 2016-05-19 you don t need a big title or a business
degree in order to lead with impact what you need is practical wisdom the insight
judgment and strength of character that all great leaders have but that most
business schools and corporate workshops don t teach the greats on leadership
gets you there jocelyn davis takes you on an in depth tour of the best leadership
ideas of the past 25 centuries featuring classic authors from plato to winston
churchill shakespeare to jane austen c g jung to peter drucker and many more in a
style both thought provoking and entertaining she shows how history s great
writers have always been and still are the real leadership gurus davis spells out the
behaviors that distinguish true leaders from misleaders and covers 20 specific
leadership topics including leadership traps shakespeare change machiavelli
power sophocles dilemmas madison hamilton communication lincoln pericles
personality types jung motivation frankl judgment maupassant melville austen
shaw character churchill plutarch shelley joyce each chapter begins with a
synopsis of a great work by the author and then draws out the key leadership
insights weaving them together with business examples the best contemporary
research and tools to help put it all into practice in the last two chapters davis
presents a new way to think about leadership levels framing them in terms of the
impact you have rather than the title on your business card whether you re a
recent graduate or mba searching for something more inspiring than the standard
textbook a new manager looking for something deeper than the typical how to
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book or an experienced executive seeking ideas to lift you to the next level this
remarkably readable and practical guide will set you on the road to becoming a
great leader
Frankenstein (科學怪人)
Re-Membering Frankenstein
Frankenstein: The Man and the Monster
Frankenstein Was a Vegetarian
Frankenstein: Prodigal Son
The Greats on Leadership
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